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The Role of Caching in Future Communication
Systems and Networks
Georgios S. Paschos, Senior Member, IEEE, George Iosifidis, Meixia Tao, Senior Member, IEEE,
Don Towsley, Fellow, IEEE, and Giuseppe Caire, Fellow, IEEE

Abstract— This paper has the following ambitious goal: to
convince the reader that content caching is an exciting research
topic for the future communication systems and networks.
Caching has been studied for more than 40 years, and has
recently received increased attention from industry and academia. Novel caching techniques promise to push the network
performance to unprecedented limits, but also pose significant
technical challenges. This tutorial provides a brief overview of
existing caching solutions, discusses seminal papers that open
new directions in caching, and presents the contributions of
this special issue. We analyze the challenges that caching needs
to address today, also considering an industry perspective, and
identify bottleneck issues that must be resolved to unleash the
full potential of this promising technique.
Index Terms— Caching, storage, 5G, Future Internet, wireless
networks, video delivery, coded caching, edge caching, caching
economics, content delivery networks.

I. I NTRODUCTION

T

ODAY storage resources and caching techniques
permeate almost every area of network and communication technologies. From storage-assisted future Internet
architectures and information-centric networks, to cachingenabled 5G wireless systems, caching promises to benefit
both the network infrastructure (reducing costs) and the endusers (improving services). In light of pressing data traffic
growth, and the increasing number of services that nowadays
rely on timely delivery of (rich-media) content, the following
questions are inevitably raised: can caching deliver on these
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promises? and if the answer is affirmative, what are the
required research advances to this end?
In this tutorial paper we investigate these two questions in
detail. We start with a brief discussion about the historical
background of caching, and then present three key factors that,
in our opinion, render caching research very important today.
These factors relate to the constantly evolving user needs,
novel demanding network services, but also to new technologies that can make caching very effective. In Section II we
present the most active research areas in caching. We analyze
seminal papers and discuss the latest developments in each
area, and present the advances made by the papers appearing in
this Special Issue. Our goal is to provide a unified view on the
different (and often disconnected) research threads in caching.
In Section III we discuss several state-of-the-art caching systems, focusing on the research challenges they raise. We also
present the latest wireless caching standardization efforts that
pave the way for the design of new caching architectures.
Finally, we analyze a set of key open challenges, i.e., bottleneck issues that need to be resolved in order to unleash
the full potential of this promising tool. These issues range
from the need to analyze the economic interactions in the
complex caching ecosystem, to develop methods for coping
with volatile content popularity, and to devise joint caching
and computing solutions.
A. Historical Perspective
The term cache was introduced in computer systems
to describe a memory with very fast access but typically
small capacity. By exploiting correlations in memory access
patterns, a small cache can significantly improve system
performance. Several important results related to caching
strategies can be found in papers from the 1970s. Prominent
examples include the oracle MIN policy that maximizes hits
under an arbitrary request sequence [1], and the analysis
of Least-Recently-Used (LRU) policy under stationary
sequences using a Markovian model [2] or using an efficient
approximation [3].
The caching idea was later applied to the Internet: instead of
retrieving a webpage from a central server, popular webpages
were replicated in smaller servers (caches) around the world,
reducing (i) network bandwidth usage, (ii) content access time,
and (iii) server congestion. With the rapid Internet traffic
growth in late 1990s, the management of theses caches became
complicated. This led to the proliferation of Content Delivery
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Networks (CDNs), an integral part of the Internet ecosystem
that employ monitoring and control techniques to manage
interconnected caches. Research in CDNs made progress in the
last decades on investigating (i) where to deploy the servers
(server placement) [4]; (ii) how much storage capacity to
allocate to each server (cache dimensioning) [5]; (iii) which
files to cache at each server (content placement); and (iv) how
to route content from caches to end-users (routing policy).
However, new questions arise today as CDNs need to support
services with more stringent requirements.
Recently, caching has also been considered for improving
content delivery in wireless networks [6]. Indeed, network
capacity enhancement through the increase of physical layer
access rate or the deployment of additional base stations is a
costly approach, and outpaced by the fast-increasing mobile
data traffic [7], [8]. Caching techniques promise to fill this
gap, and several interesting ideas have been suggested: (i) deep
caching at the evolved packet core (EPC) in order to reduce
content delivery delay [9]; (ii) caching at the base stations
to alleviate congestion in their throughput-limited backhaul
links [10]; (iii) caching at the mobile devices to leverage
device-to-device communications [11]; and (iv) coded caching
for accelerating transmissions over a broadcast medium [12].
There are many open questions in this area, and several papers
of this Special Issue focus on this topic.
B. Caching for Future Networks
There is growing consensus that caching is poised to play
a central role in future communication systems and networks,
and inevitably the following question arises: Can we tackle
the upcoming challenges in caching using existing tools? We
believe that the answer to this question is an emphatic “no”,
providing motivation to further study caching systems. Our
view is based on three key arguments that can be summarized
as follows.
1) Evolution of Content Demand Characteristics: Internetbased online video services gradually replace classical Television, and new specifications (4K, QHD, 360o , etc.) increase
the bandwidth consumption per content request. Furthermore,
most video files in these services need to be available in
different encoding format, and this versioning enlarges the
caching requirements. These factors drive the explosion of
video traffic, which is expected to surpass 80% of the total
Internet traffic [7]. At the same time, new services are emerging, such as (mobile) Augmented and Virtual Reality with
even tighter bandwidth and latency requirements than typical
video streaming. These services aspire to feed the users with
enormous amounts of personalized sensory information and
hologram depictions in real time, and hence have to rely
on edge caches. Finally, the proliferation of online social
networks (OSNs) is placing users in the role of content creator,
thus disrupting the traditional server-client content delivery
model. OSNs increase the volatility of content popularity, and
create often unforeseen spatio-temporal traffic spikes. In sum,
the characteristics of cache-able content and content demand
are rapidly changing, forcing us to revisit caching architectures
and caching solutions.

TABLE I
C ACHING T OPICS S TATISTICS

2) Memory as a Fundamental Resource: Recent developed
techniques that combine caching with coding demonstrate
revolutionary goodput scaling in bandwidth-limited cacheaided networks [12]. This motivated the fundamental question
of how memory “interacts” with other types of resources.
Indeed, the topic of coded caching started as a powerful
tool for broadcast mediums, and is being currently expanded
towards establishing an information theory for memory. The
first results provide promising evidence that the throughput
limits of cache-enabled communication systems are in fact
way beyond what is achievable by current networks. Similarly,
an interesting connection between memory and processing
has been recently identified [13], creating novel opportunities
for improving the performance of distributed and parallel
computing systems. These lines of research have re-stirred
the interest in joint consideration of bandwidth, processing,
and memory, and promise novel caching systems with high
performance gains.
3) Memory Cloudification and New Architectures: Finally,
the advent of technologies such as Software-Defined Networking (SDN) and Network Function Virtualization (NFV)
create new opportunities for leveraging caching. Namely, they
enable the fine-grained and unified control of storage capacity,
computing power and network bandwidth, and facilitate the
deployment of in-network caching services. Besides, recent
proposals for content-centric network architectures place storage and caching at a conspicuous place, but require a cleanslate design approach of caching techniques. At the same time,
new business models are emerging today since new players
are entering the content delivery market. Service providers
like Facebook are acquiring their own CDNs, and network
operators deploy in-network content servers to reduce their
bandwidth expenditures. These new models create, unavoidably, new research questions for caching architectures and the
caching economic ecosystem.
C. About This Issue
This Special Issue received a very large number of submissions verifying that caching is an active research topic in
many areas: 237 authors from Asia/Pacific (50.6% of total),
121 from Europe, Middle East, Africa (25.9%), 105 from the
United States and Canada (23.5%). These statistics show that
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caching appears to be most popular in P.R. China, USA, Korea,
UK and France. During the review process approximately
360 experts were involved, and this indicates the large body
of researchers on this topic. Table I shows a breakdown of
topics in the submissions where up to three were registered
per paper from its authors. These numbers are indicative of
the current popularity of each topic.
The final version of the “JSAC-caching” Special Issue
comprises novel technical contributions aiming to address a
wide span of caching challenges for communication systems
and networks. The topics include information theory and
coded caching, caching networks, caching policies and storage
control, wireless caching techniques, caching economics, and
content-based architectures. In the following section we visit
each research direction in detail, explaining the main idea and
discussing the new contributions made in this Special Issue.
II. C ACHING : PAST AND P RESENT
This Section presents the background, seminal papers, and
recent developments in important research areas of caching.
Furthermore, we present the papers that appear in this Issue
and explain how they advance the state-of-the-art literature.
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Fig. 1. Illustration of a 3 user example where coded caching offers a 3x
gain over plain broadcasting by requiring only one transmission to satisfy the
request. The colors depict contents with numbered chunks. The coded caching
scheme consists in caching different chunks per content at each receiver, and
then appropriately combining three chunks in XOR field according to the
demand (the color under each user indicates the showcased demand, but we
note that the scheme guarantees that one transmission is sufficient for any
demand) [12].

A. Information-Theoretic Caching Analysis
In 2013 Maddah-Ali and Nielsen studied the fundamental
limits of broadcast transmissions in the presence of receiver
caching [12]. They assumed a shared error-free medium
connecting a source to K users, each one requesting a
file of F bits. There are N available files in the system
(in total N F bits) while each receiver can store M F bits in
their cache, with M
N  γ < 1 denoting the relative cache size.
A caching policy π performs two functions: (i) placement,
where it decides the bits (or functions of bits) that will be
stored at each cache spot; and (ii) delivery where it determines
a sequence of multicast transmissions that ensure correct
delivery, i.e. that every receiver obtains the requested file.
We denote by R the vector of file requests, and by T π (R) the
smallest number of transmissions under policy π such that all
receivers have obtained their files indicated by R. The problem
is to find π that attains inf π maxR T π (R). Note that traditional
caching policies would place a γ fraction of all files, requiring
K(1 − γ) transmissions under any request.
Although this problem is largely intractable, the
seminal paper [12] proposed a scheme that achieves a
12-approximation. The policy known as “centralized coded
caching” is depicted in Fig. 1. During placement the policy
splits the caches in parts corresponding to all subsets of users
and caches different bits. During delivery, for any demand
there is a XOR-based code that allows correct delivery of all
demanded contents in at most K(1 − γ)/(1 + γK) transmissions. This provides a 1 + γK gain over classical caching.
Further, the number of required transmissions converges to
1−γ
for K → ∞. This implies that in a wireless downlink
γ
with finite resource blocks, an indefinite number of memoryequipped receivers can be simultaneously served (albeit at
a small rate) which is in contrast to all previous broadcast
schemes that can only serve a finite number of users in this

Fig. 2.
Coded caching can be used in more general topologies; in the
showcased example from [14] caching is used at the transmitter side to
enhance the latency performance of a C-RAN-based wireless network [14].

setting. Several extensions of this scheme were subsequently
considered, e.g., the scenario of adding storage capacity at
the transmitters aiming to reduce latency [14], Fig. 2.
A large number of papers appearing in this Special Issue
are related to coded caching. The classical coded caching
scheme suffers from the subpacketization issue; the maximum
gains can only be reached if the packets are split into 2K
pieces. Since an L-bit packet can be split at most L times
(typically much less in practical systems), as K increases the
practically observed gains diminish. This problem is studied
in [15] which suggests the addition of antennas to the source.
In particular it shows that W transmit antennas reduce the
required subpacketization to approximately its W -th root.
Similarly, [16] studies the throughput-delay trade-offs in an ad
hoc network where each node moves according to a simplified
reshuffling mobility model, and extends prior work to the case
of subpacketization.
Reference [17] introduces a novel unification of two extreme
and different approaches in coded caching, namely (i) the
uncoded prefetching designed by [12], and the (ii) the coded
prefetching designed in [18]. A scheme that generalizes both
prior cases is proposed, and it is shown that it achieves new
trade-offs. On the other hand [19] uses coded prefetching to
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Fig. 3. Different scenarios for placing storage (“S”) at wireless networks. (a): Caching at the evolved packet core of a mobile network; (b): Caching at small
cell base stations (Femtocaching); (c): Caching at the user device and device-to-device (D2D) content delivery.

achieve the rate-memory region of [18] with a much smaller
field (of order 22 instead of 2m , m ≥ K log2 N ).
Other works in this issue focus on the interplay of coded
caching with user demand aspects. In [20] the coded caching
framework is extended to an online approach that designs
placement and delivery while considering user demand asynchronism. In the same context, [21] extends the information
theoretic analysis of caching to the case of C-RAN clouds with
time-varying popularity, and looks at the normalized delivery
time metric which captures both the delivery part of coded
caching and the time needed to replenish the cache contents.
In [22] the idea of coded caching is generalized to correlated
content, showing how to exploit correlations in order to obtain
a lower bound for the rate-memory trade-off. The paper [23]
matches users to one of a subset of caches after the user
request is revealed. It compares a scheme focusing on coded
server transmissions while ignoring matching capabilities, with
a scheme that focuses on adaptive matching while ignoring
potential coding opportunities.
The paper [24] extends coded caching to wireless broadcast
channels with Gaussian noise, and studies the optimization
of energy efficiency. Reference [25] addresses the problem of
combining network coding and caching in order to optimize
a multicast session over a directed-acyclic graph. In [26]
the authors study the fundamental limits of secretive coded
caching, examining the case of partially known prefetched
files. The work in [27] also considers secrecy constraints; it
studies a two-hop network architecture known as a combination network, where a layer of relay nodes connects a server to
a set of end users. A new centralized coded caching scheme is
developed that jointly optimizes cache placement and delivery
phase, and enables decomposing the combination network into
a set virtual multicast sub-networks.
B. Caching in Wireless Systems
Beyond coded caching there are several recent proposals for
cache-aided wireless network architectures, and for techniques
that combine caching with other wireless communication
decisions.
1) Femtocaching and D2D: Caching content at the very
edge of wireless networks (base stations; user devices) is
fundamentally different from caching techniques in CDNs,
and raises novel challenges. Namely, in wireless networks the
demand per edge cache is smaller in volume and varies rapidly
with time as users move from one cell to another. Furthermore,
caching decisions are coupled not only because caches share

backhaul links, but also because users might be in range with
multiple cache-enabled base stations. These characteristics,
together with the inherent volatility of the wireless medium,
render caching decisions particularly difficult to optimize and,
oftentimes, less effective, e.g., in terms of the achieved cache
hit ratio.
Nevertheless, several interesting proposals for wireless
caching have recently appeared, Fig. 3. The seminal
“femtocaching” paper [10] proposed the idea of proactive
caching at small cell base stations as a solution to their
capacity-limited backhaul links. The problem of minimizing
the average content delivery delay was formulated and solved
using submodular optimization. Many follow-up works focus
on this architecture, including [28] in this Issue (discussed
later). In a similar setting, [29] studied content dissemination
through device-to-device (D2D) communications. It was
shown that short-range D2D transmissions combined with
content caching at user devices yield a throughput scaling
law that is independent of the number of users.
2) Caching and Wireless Transmissions: The design of
wireless transmission techniques changes significantly in the
presence of caching. For example, caching at transmitters
can turn an interference channel into a broadcast channel or
X-channel [30]; and caching at both transmitters and receivers
can turn an interference channel into a so-called cooperative
X-multicast channel [31]. Clearly, physical-layer transmission
and scheduling schemes have to be re-visited in cache-enabled
wireless networks.
The new cache-aided designs induce a coupling between
the transmissions and the caching strategies, and this gives
rise to challenging mixed time-scale optimization problems.
For example, [32] showed that by caching a portion of each
file, the base stations can opportunistically employ cooperative
multipoint (CoMP) transmission without expensive backhaul
in MIMO interference networks, yielding the so-called cacheinduced opportunistic CoMP gain; a technique that requires
the joint optimization of MIMO precoding (small time scale)
and caching policies (large time scale). The joint design of
caching, base station clustering, and multicast beamforming
can significantly improve the energy-backhaul trade-offs in
C-RAN systems [33]. More complicated cross-time-scale
interactions are investigated in [34]–[36] for either throughput
maximization or service cost minimization.
3) Caching in Stochastic Wireless Networks: Another line
of research that has attracted great attention is the caching
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optimization in stochastic wireless networks where node locations are modeled as independent spatial random processes,
e.g., Poisson Point Process (PPP). Due to advances in stochastic geometry tools for cellular networks, cf. [37], this
approach facilitates the analysis and design of large-scale
wireless caching systems. Assuming that base stations cache
the most popular contents, the works [38], [39] derived closedform expressions for the outage probability and the average
delivery rate of a typical user as a function of SINR, base
station density, and file popularity. If base stations cache the
contents randomly, the optimization of caching probabilities is
considered in [40]. If base stations employ maximum distance
separable (MDS) codes or random linear network codes for
content caching, the optimization of caching parameters is
considered in [41].
Reference [42] extends caching to communication scenarios
with Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs). Specifically, it proposes policies that decide jointly caching and trajectories of
UAVs in order to maximize the efficiency of content delivery.
Zhang et al. [43] investigate video caching over heterogeneous networks modeled with PPP, and study the impact of
different viewing quality requirements on energy efficiency.
Reference [44] uses stochastic geometry to model the locations of base stations and study different cooperative caching
techniques, including coded caching. The proposed solutions
demonstrate superior energy efficiency for the network over
selected benchmark schemes. The idea of improving caching
decisions in small cells and user devices by considering sociallayer characteristics, such as mutual user interests and mobility
patterns, is proposed in [45]. Finally, a mixed time-scale
problem is studied in [46] with cache dimensioning at the base
stations and beamforming decisions for improving content
delivery in C-RAN systems.
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Fig. 4. A sequence of content requests towards the origin server is intercepted
by a local server, which caches certain contents. Upon a request that is a miss,
an eviction policy must decide which content will be evicted from the local
server. The optimality of the eviction policy is measured in hits, and depends
on the model for the request sequence.

closer to the user, discovering its actual location may take
a significant amount of time and even violate the QoS criteria
due to excessive delays. This problem of content delivery is
studied in [51] that appears in this Issue, which proposes
the scope-flooding technique to propagate control signals for
content discovery by building multicast trees routed at the
source node. Since replica frequency is expected to relate
to popularity, the authors suggest tuning the discovery radius
according to content popularity.
Another important direction for ICN is certainly the efficient
simulation of large caching installations. Due to the immense
number of contents, it might be computationally-demanding
(and even prohibitive) to model and simulate such systems,
e.g., in order to assess the performance of different caching
policies. The work of [52] revisits this problem and proposes
model-driven techniques for simulating general cache networks. This solution leverages very accurate approximations of
caching systems to be able to allow the simulation of hundreds
of caches and trillions of contents, while employing complex
routing and caching algorithms.

C. ICN Architectures

D. Online Caching Policies and Analytics

Information (or, Content) Centric Networking (ICN or
CCN) is a research thread that aims to provide a clean-slate
design of the Internet [47]. The main idea is to redesign basic
communication functions (such as routing) based on content
addressing, replacing the IP-based network paradigm, cf. this
survey [48]. As the traffic volume of video and other types of
content grow fast, ICN architectures are becoming increasingly
relevant.
The core idea in ICN is to proactively publish content to
all interested Internet entities using a multicast session. This
type of communications are inherently related to caching
and motivate novel technical questions: (i) how to perform
en-route caching with mechanisms such as “leave a copy” [49];
(ii) how to design caching structures that can scale to handle
large traffic volumes; and (iii) how much storage to deploy
in the network, and at which nodes, so as to balance costs
and performance gains [50].
Another crucial topic in ICN is content discovery. While
collaboration of caches increases the hit performance (by finetuning how often each file is replicated), in ICN this promising
architecture entangles the content discovery process. Namely,
in a network of caches, although a replica can be cached

Online caching refers to the problem of devising a cache
eviction policy in order to maximize the cache hit probability.
This is a fundamental and well-studied topic, yet remains
highly relevant today. The problem definition involves a cache
of certain size, a file request sequence, and the eviction policy
that determines which content should be removed when the
cache overflows, Fig. 4. Typical versions of this problem
consider: (i) finite request sequences and aim to devise eviction
policies that maximize the number of hits; (ii) stationary
request sequences, with the goal to maximize the hit probability (stationary behavior); and (iii) non-stationary sequences,
where an additional challenge is to track the evolution of
content popularity.
Various eviction policies have been proposed in the
past, each one having different advantages. For example,
the Least-Recently-Used (LRU) policy promotes file recency
and optimizes performance under adversarial finite request
sequences (achieves the optimal competitive ratio [53]).
Similarly, Least-Frequently-Used (LFU) policies maximize
hit ratio under stationary sequences by promoting the contents
with the highest request frequency, while Time-To-Live (TTL)
policies use timers to adjust the hit probability of each con-
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Fig. 5. Decisions in Caching Networks [135]. Small time scale: which
server to use? where to cache? and how to route the content? The caching
and routing decisions are inherently coupled, as a request can only be routed
to caches where the requested item is available. Large time scale: where to
place servers, and how to dimension the links connecting them?.

tent [54]. Lately, great emphasis is put on online caching with
non-stationary request sequences, focusing on the practical,
yet challenging, scenario of time-varying file popularity.
Indeed, when popularity varies with time caching performance cannot be determined solely based on the stationary hit
ratio, and the eviction policy needs to be able to adapt to content popularity changes. In order to shed light on this aspect,
[55] studies the mixing time of caching policies. It suggests
that (most) eviction policies can be modeled as Markov chains,
whose mixing times give us a figure of how “reactive” the
policy is, or else how true to its stationary performance. The
τ –distance [56] is leveraged for characterizing the learning
error of caching policies. A practical lesson learned is that
although multi-stage LRU policies offer tunable hit rate performance, they adapt slowly to popularity changes.
Another line of research employs prediction schemes
to accurately exploit file popularity instead of relying on
LRU-type eviction rules. Somuyiwa et al. [57] employ
reinforcement learning in order to keep track of file
popularity. They study proactive caching and content delivery
in wireless networks and minimize the average energy cost.
The model includes wireless links with time-varying channel
quality, a time-evolving content catalog, and non-stationary
file popularity. In [58], traces from a vehicular ad-hoc
network are used, and it is demonstrated that predictionenhanced content prefetching can indeed increase the network
performance. In this case the predictions refer both to content
popularity and the vehicles’ location.
Reference [59] argues that users often have elastic needs
and can be satisfied with similar content, if the requested
items are not available at a local cache, which results in a Soft
Cache hit. This work is in line with the recently proposed idea
of leveraging recommendation systems that are embedded in
several CDNs (e.g., YouTube) in order to steer user demand
towards already cached content [60]. Finally, the problem
of online cooperative caching (femtocaching) is considered
in [61], which is essentially a multi-cache generalization of
the classical paging problem. The authors propose the “lazy”
qLRU policy, where only the cache that is serving a content

Fig. 6. Bipartite caching model [10]. A set of users is connected with caching
servers. Every user can fetch content from each server with different cost,
and servers cache possibly different items. The bipartite model is generic and
captures several wired and wireless architectures, where link cost parameters
can represent delay, energy, or monetary costs.

item can update its state, and it does so with probability q.
It is shown that as q → 0, the performance of this policy
achieves a stationary limit which is a local maximum, in the
sense that no performance improvement can be obtained by
changing only one content’s placement frequency.
E. Content Caching and Delivery Techniques
Modern caching systems are essentially networks of interconnected caches. Therefore, the caching problem in its
entirety includes decisions about server placement and cache
dimensioning, content placement, and content routing, Fig. 5.
One can consider additional design parameters for these
caching networks (CNs) as, for example, dimensioning the
links and the cache serving capacity.
1) Cache Deployment and Dimensioning: The storage (or,
cache) deployment has been extensively studied and we refer
the reader to [62] for a survey. The cache deployment problem
aiming to minimize content delivery delay has been formulated as a K-median problem [4], [63], and as a facility
location problem [64]. The work [65] studies a variation,
considering the cost of syncing different caches (ensuring
consistent copies). It is shown that increasing the number of
caches beyond a certain threshold induces costs higher than the
performance benefits. When the network has a tree structure
these deployment problems can be solved efficiently using
dynamic programming [66], [67].
2) Hierarchical Caching Networks: Indeed, CDNs or IPTV
networks have often a tree-like form which facilitates the
design of caching and routing policies. Caching at leaf nodes
improves the access time, while caching at higher layers
increases the cache hit ratio. Hierarchical networks are typically studied for 2-layers, often with the addition of a distant
root server. The seminal work [68] presented a polynomialtime exact algorithm for the min-delay content placement
problem when leaf caches can exchange their files. Motivated
by an actual IPTV network, [69] studied a similar problem for
a 3-level hierarchical caching network. Also [70] considers
hierarchical caching for a wireless backhaul network and
designed a distributed 2-approximation caching algorithm.
Another important objective is to minimize the requests sent to
the root server in order to reduce off-network bandwidth and
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server congestion [71]. In many cases, these multi-tier CNs can
be modeled also as bipartite caching networks Fig. 6, where
the links capture the cost of the entire path connecting the user
with each cache.
3) General Caching Networks: There are also general CN
models [72], [73] where the link delay increases non-linearly
with the number of requests [74], or the objective functions are
non-linear to the cache hit ratio [75]. In some of these cases the
problem has a convenient convex or submodular structure and
hence greedy algorithms ensure a 2-approximation ratio [74].
Finally, in the general case, routing can involve multihop or
multipath decisions. This means that, if there are hard capacity
constraints or load-dependent link costs, the routing decisions
are not fully determined by the caching decisions (as e.g., in
femtocaching), and therefore the routing and caching policies
need to be jointly devised.
The paper [58] that appears in this Special Issue presents
the interesting scenario of a 3-tier vehicle ad hoc network that
includes origin servers, regional servers and road-side units.
Focusing on general network architectures, [76] studies the
minimum-cost joint routing and caching problem and shows
the benefit over considering the two problems separately. The
study includes both hop-by-hop routing and source-routing
decisions, and proposes distributed and online solution algorithms that achieve constant approximation ratio in polynomial
time. Finally, in [28] the femtocaching problem is extended to
the setting where files can be stored for a limited duration
at a cache and delivered with multicast. The authors provide
performance guarantees for a greedy algorithm that selects
jointly caching retention times and routing decisions.
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ditures, and [82] focuses on delay minimizing policies which
are, therefore, also suitable for video streaming. Similarly, [83]
formulates a min-cost routing and caching problem for a
large VoD network, and [84] analyzes the benefits of SVC
for caching networks that deliver video streaming services.
More recently, the focus has been shifted to wireless networks
with proposals for collaborative video caching [85], joint
routing and caching [86], or network-coding assisted video
caching [87].
Several papers appearing in this Issue study the delivery
of multimedia content. The paper [88] considers a C-RAN
edge caching solution for multimedia services and introduces
a dynamic policy for jointly deciding the configuration of the
virtual machines (storing the content), the caching decisions,
and the user request routing policy. A different architecture is
considered in [89] which studies mobile video delivery through
D2D links. A base station seeds the devices with videos
of possibly different encoding quality, and nearby devices
collaborate by exchanging these files. This is formulated as
a dynamic problem that maximizes the time-average video
quality, through caching and D2D scheduling policies.
Finally, [90] analyzes HTTP-based live streaming services
where mobile devices request ultra-high video quality.
In these services the end-users often have deteriorated
Quality-of-Experience due to the employed congestion
control mechanisms in TCP. The authors propose a solution
for this problem which employs context-aware transient
holding of video segments at the cache-enabled mobile edge.
This approach eliminates buffering and reduces the initial
startup delay and live stream latency.

F. Video Caching
Due to the popularity of video applications and the large size
of the involved files, video content delivery is currently a very
important research topic in caching. On the one hand, there are
obviously tight delay constraints, especially for streaming services where successive video segments need to be delivered in
sync so as to avoid playback stalls. On the other hand, caching
decisions are perplexed due to the multiple encoding options.
Each video comes in several versions, each of different size,
and furthermore the users might have inelastic or elastic needs
in terms of video quality. Finally, it is worth mentioning that
in live video streaming requests can be predicted with higher
precision [77], and this facilitates caching decisions.
The early work [78] proposed scheduling policies that
leverage caching at the user side (buffering) to improve
video delivery, and [79] suggested proactive caching of video
segments in a peer-assisted CDN. The simplest scenario is that
of video on demand (VoD) delivery where one needs to decide
which version(s) of each video item to cache [80]. When the
video versions are independent, the caching decisions are only
coupled due to the fact that users may have elastic quality
needs (hence, the video versions are complementary). When,
however, scalable video coding (SVC) is used [81], additional
constraints appear as users can fetch and combine layers of
the same video file from different caches.
The work [75] studies joint video caching and routing in
HetNets, aiming to reduce delivery delay and network expen-

G. Caching Economics
The economics of caching is perhaps one of the least
explored research areas, rapidly gaining momentum due to
the advances in virtualization, that enhance the flexibility in
managing storage resources. Prior works in this area can be
broadly categorized to: (i) caching cooperation mechanisms,
and (ii) pricing methods.
1) Cooperation Mechanisms: In previous works, e.g., see
[68] and [91], the term “cooperative caching” was used to
describe systems where content requests are served by any
cache belonging to a set (or, network) of caches. These works,
however, take for granted the cooperation among CDNs,
mobile operators and users. In practice, these self-interested
entities will share their storage resources and coordinate their
caching policies, only if they will benefit from cooperation.
Prior work shows that if the incentive alignment problem is not
solved, caching systems experience significant performance
loss [92]. Later, [93] proposed a cooperation mechanism (for
a general CN) based on the Nash Bargaining Solution. The
latter is attractive as it disperses the cooperation benefits
proportionally to the performance each entity would have
achieved under non-cooperation. A different suggestion is to
use pricing where co-located caches pay for the content they
receive from each other, e.g., [85].
Incentives may be also offered to users in order to assist
the network. For example, [94] discusses the problem of
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incentivizing users to exchange content by leveraging D2D
communications. In a different example, [95] proposed a
solution where an operator can lease storage and wireless
bandwidth of residential access points. Such solutions that
involve user equipment are important as their benefits scale
with the demand. A related business model is proposed in
this Issue [96], where a Mobile Network Operator (MNO)
leases its edge caches to a Content Provider (CP). The latter
aims to offload user requests at the edge by maximizing the
edge cache hit-ratio with the minimum possible leasing cost.
The authors introduce an analytical framework for optimizing
CP decisions, which are conditioned on the user association
policy of the network. This is an increasingly relevant scenario
and follows proposals for deploying edge storage resources at
mobile networks, namely at the EPC or base stations.
2) Pricing Mechanisms: The caching economic ecosystem is complex as it includes: payments from Content
Providers (CP) to CDNs for content delivery, from CDNs to
ISPs for bandwidth and in-network storage, and from users to
CPs and ISPs. Pricing employed by the CDN affects how much
content the CP places at the edge, which in turn impacts ISP
costs and user-perceived performance. The work [97] studies
revenue-maximizing CDN policies, while [98] proposes a
flexible CDN pricing method. It was shown in [99] that a
revenue-seeking cache owner should offer both best effort
and guaranteed content delivery services. On the other hand,
[100] has shown that ISPs can increase their marginal profits
by imposing data plan caps to users, thus inducing CPs to
charge the users with lower prices. These interactions are
further complicated by the new business models such as
Telco-CDNs, CP-CDNs, or elastic CDNs [101].
Finally, it is crucial to make the distinction between popular content items (that typical caching algorithms consider),
and important items that yield higher revenue. For example,
[54] models caching as a utility maximization problem instead
of cache hit-ratio or delay optimization problem. This allows
us to capture the different importance (and hence price) of each
content item. Going a further step, [102] proposed dynamic
pricing and content prefetching techniques for wireless networks, assuming that operators directly charge the end-users
for content access.
III. O PEN I SSUES IN C ACHING
In this Section we present a set of important open problems
in caching. We first discuss representative state-of-the-art
caching systems and the challenges they bring. The solution
of these problems, clearly, is of high priority and motivates
certain research directions that we further analyze.
A. Notable Existing Caching Systems
1) Akamai Intelligent Platform: Akamai owns one of the
largest CDNs, delivering today 20% of the Internet traffic.
The 216K caching servers of its intelligent platform [103]
are dispersed at network edges (Points-of-Presence, PoPs)
offering low-latency (1-10msec) content access around
the globe. Several technical challenges arise in such large
delivery platforms. First, it is necessary to protect websites

from Distributed-Denial-of-Service attacks [104], and this
need motivates the development of caching and filtering
techniques that can deal with large volume of requests.
Second, the idea of deep (or, edge) caching in PoPs improves
the CDN performance but reduces user demand per cache,
and hence makes the file popularity at the local level highly
volatile [105]. This requirement stirs research in the area of
edge caching, where the goal is to achieve a high hit ratio in
caches placed very close to demand (end-user).
Finally, Akamai, among others, uses the idea of
cloud or elastic CDN where storage resources are dynamically
adapted to meet demand [106]. This architecture couples
storage deployment and caching decisions. Hence, it renders
imperative the efficient design of joint storage allocation and
content caching policies, and also gives rise to new business
models for content caching.
2) Google: The Google Global Cache (GCC) system comprises caches installed at ISP premises. The goal of GCC is
to serve locally requests for YouTube content, reducing this
way off-network bandwidth costs [107]. This system grew
substantially after YouTube adopted https traffic encryption
in 2013. The importance of GCC motivates the study of peering relations between content providers and network operators,
and in particular the design of pricing models for leasing
in-network caching capacity at operator premises. Another
related challenge is security. Prior work has proposed schemes
for caching with content confidentiality [108], which allows
transparent caching for encrypted flows. The dominance of
end-to-end encryption motivates further research on the topic
of caching encrypted content.
3) Netflix Open Connect: Similarly to GCC, the Netflix
CDN is partially deployed within ISPs [109]. However,
Netflix video caching faces different challenges from
YouTube, mainly because its catalogue is much smaller and
the file popularity more predictable. As such, Netflix has
been very innovative in studying spatio-temporal request
profiles, popularity prediction mechanisms, and mechanisms
to preload the caches overnight and reduce the daylight traffic
footprint. An open research challenge in this context is the
early detection of popularity changes, and online classification
of video files as to whether they are cache-worthy or not.
4) Facebook Photo CDN: Facebook uses its own hierarchical CDN for delivering pictures to its users. The system
leverages web browser caches on user devices, edge regional
servers, and the origin caches [110]. Notably, browser caches
serve almost 60% of traffic requests, due to the fact that
users view the same content multiple times. Edge caches
serve 20% of the traffic (i.e., approximately 50% of the traffic
not served by browser caches), and hence offer important
off-network bandwidth savings by locally serving the user
sessions. Finally, the remaining 20% of content requests are
served at the origin, using a combination of slow back-end
storage and a fast origin-cache. The information flow in the
Facebook network involves the generation and exchange of
content among users, which is the prototypical example of ICN
systems. It is therefore of interest to study how ICN caching
techniques can improve this architecture.
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5) Amazon AWS: Part of AWS is the Amazon Cloudfront,
a virtual CDN which utilizes the cloud storage to provide CDN
services. Storing 1TB is priced at $20 [111], and Amazon
allows one to dynamically rent caching resources by changing
the storage size every one hour. This cloud or elastic CDN
architecture, along with similar solutions proposed by Akamai
and others, motivate further research on the arising business
models, as well as on the dynamic cache placement and
dimensioning.
6) Cadami: The Munich-based startup Cadami was the
first to implement and evaluate coded caching in a real
system [112]. The company demonstrated live streaming to
30 nodes, producing wireless transmission gains of ×3 with
realistic wireless channels, file subpacketization, and coding
overheads. The most promising applications for such solutions
are entertainment systems in long-haul flights, and satellite
broadcast systems, and call for further research in coded
caching, a topic well-represented in this Special Issue.
7) 3GPP Standards: Employing caching in upcoming 5G
wireless networks has been discussed and proposed by many
companies in the scope of 3GPP. For example, T-DOC R3160688 proposes to place an edge cache at an LTE base
station either embedded in eNodeB or standalone. T-DOC R3160828 explores the benefits of local caching. In the scope
of 5G-RAN R.14, the report 3GPP TR 36.933 (published
in 03-2017) describes the different caching modules that are
included in 5G base stations. These standardization efforts
pave the road for further research in wireless caching.
B. Caching and Cloud Computing
Caching techniques are expected to play an important role in
the upcoming cloud-based network architectures. We describe
below two research directions on the topic of cloud memory.
1) Coded Distributed Computing: In 2004, Dean and
Ghemawat (Google) proposed map-reduce, where a large-scale
computing task is broken into simple processing of key/value
pairs and assigned to parallel processors in an interconnected
cluster. The map-reduce paradigm uses the map phase to
assign processing tasks, and the reduce phase to combine
answers in order to produce the final result, significantly
reducing the total computation time of certain operations
(e.g., matrix inversion). The idea of coded distributed computing [13] suggests to use coded caching on the reduce step.
Combined with careful task assignment, this can dramatically
decrease the communication bandwidth consumed during the
reduce phase. This approach essentially allows us to tradeoff node storage with link bandwidth, and can thus accelerate the network-limited map-reduce systems. An example is
shown in Fig. 7. This recent finding reveals a hitherto hidden
connection, or interoperability, among bandwidth, storage,
and processing; and creates new possibilities for improving
network performance through their joint consideration.
2) Caching and Virtualization: The network virtualization
techniques continue to gain momentum, and SDN/NFV are
considered key enablers for the next generation of cloudbased networks. In this context, CDNs are also expected to
migrate to clouds. In particular, caching functionality will

Fig. 7.
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An example of coded distributed computing.

be implemented as a Virtual Network Function (VNF) by
means of software. Caching VNFs will provide a very flexible
environment; they will be instantiated, executed, scaled and
destroyed on the fly. Allocating resources for cache VNFs
falls into the general framework of network slicing [113],
with some special constraints. For example, populating a cache
is time-demanding and bandwidth-consuming. Importantly,
caches do not satisfy flow conservation; the incoming traffic
is partially served by the cache, and only a fraction of traffic
continues towards the origin server. Specifically, the larger the
caching resource of the VNF, the greater the flow compression.
Therefore, VNF embedding for caching must be generalized
to include flow compression/decompression constraints [137].
These new considerations call for a generalization of the
available theory for caching networks.
C. Caching in 5G Wireless Networks and Beyond
In the wireless domain, the interoperability of caching,
computing and communication techniques opens exciting
research directions. Caching trades scarce wireless communication bandwidth and transmission power with (the more
cost-effective) memory storage by introducing traffic timereversal into the system. Caching also enables edge computing
capabilities by pre-installing necessary computing software
and datasets at the wireless edge nodes. As such, investigating
the interplay between these resources is essential for the development of future wireless networks, and several important
research questions in this area have been already identified.
1) Performance Characterization of Cache-Enabled
Wireless Networks: The first question is information-theory
oriented and is related to defining and characterizing the
performance limits of cache-enabled wireless networks.
In traditional wireless networks, the transmission rate has
been a universal performance metric, expressed as a function
of signal-to-noise ratio. In the emerging cache-enabled
wireless networks, due to the additional memory resource,
which varies in size and location, previously adopted
performance metrics have become diversified. They include
hit probability [114], [38], delivery rate [29], [38], delivery
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Fig. 8. (a):Percentage of references as a function of the time since last access to the same document by the same user (log-log scale), from [118]. (b): http
requests in mobile operator [136] (2015); (c): Poisson Shot noise model [120].

latency [10], [115], [31], [14], and traffic load [12]. Whether
we need a universal metric that can capture, in a satisfactory
fashion, the performance as a function of multi-dimensional
resources is a question worth investigating. And if the
answer is affirmative, we may need to expand the classic
Shannon-type network information theory to study its limiting
performance.
2) Tools for Wireless Optimization: The second research
direction concerns the development of efficient and effective
algorithms for the optimization of cache-enabled wireless
networks. The joint optimization of cache placement and
physical layer transmission is often NP-hard [10] and involves
mixed time-scale optimization [32]. This makes these problems particularly challenging to solve, even more since their
scale is typically very large and they need to be solved very
fast (for enabling dynamic decisions). Furthermore, in wireless
networks there are often multiple (collaborating) caches in
range with the users, e.g., in multi-tier HetNets, and many
possible paths connecting them. Despite the many efforts
for designing algorithms that can solve these combinatorial
problems (e.g., dual methods, pipage rounding, randomized
rounding, etc.), practical challenges prohibit currently the
application of these techniques in real systems and further
progress needs to be made.
3) Support of Emerging Wireless Services: Finally, another
key research thread is to explore the interplay between
caching, computing and communications to boost future
emerging wireless services, such as mobile AR/VR applications and vehicle-to-everything (V2X) communications. These
services will often rely on cooperative caching and this
raises additional technical questions. Namely, in multi-access
caching, finding the route to nearest content replica is a
practical challenge, since these services have very limited
tolerance in route discovery delay. Therefore, it is important to
simplify routing decisions and design them jointly with content
discovery. Another interesting aspect is that these services
often involve multicast or broadcast transmissions which can
greatly benefit from caching. For example, delayed broadcast
is currently implemented with parallel unicast sessions, but
could be more bandwidth-efficient if caching is employed.
D. Caching With Popularity Dynamics
Understanding content popularity is essential to cache optimization; it affects the deployment of caching networks and
the design of caching policies, shaping to large extent the

overall network performance. In fact, the very notion of diverse
popularity of the different content items is what motivated the
idea of caching in the first place: “cache popular items to
create a large effect with a small cache”. Yet, understanding,
tracking, and predicting the evolution of file popularity in real
world is complex and, often, misinterpreted. The community
is actively seeking answers to these questions.
1) Accurate Popularity Models: A large part of the literature
employs the well-known Independent Reference Model (IRM),
which assumes that the content requests are drawn in an
i.i.d. fashion from a given distribution. Admittedly, IRM
leads to tractable caching models but often at the expense
of accuracy. For example, using IRM, we can draw powerlaw samples in an i.i.d. fashion to depict quite accurately the
request in a real system during a short time interval. Indeed,
the power-law models have been shown to characterize very
accurately the popularity within a short time frame [116],
i.e., in an interval when popularity can be assumed fixed.
However, content popularity is in reality far from stationary, and might change significantly even over few hours.
For example, requests of Wikipedia articles have a rapid
day-to-day change in popularity rank: half of the top 25
contents change in a single day [117]. In Fig. 8(a) the
phenomenon of “temporal locality” is demonstrated, where
recently requested contents tend to be more popular [118]
(note the decrease in the request rate envelope). In summary, applying IRM to a large time-scale analysis is clearly
problematic.
The importance of content popularity dynamics is reflected
in the proliferation of online caching policies such as LRU
and LFU, which adapt caching decisions to temporal locality
and popularity fluctuations. These policies do not necessarily
provide the best performance, but they are championed in practical engineering systems because they capture some aspects of
non-stationarity and they are easy to implement. These policies
are often analyzed with stationary popularity or adversarial
models. For example, LFU is optimal under IRM (it converges
to “cache the most popular”), LRU over IRM can be analyzed
with the characteristic time approximation [119], and LRU
has optimal competitive ratio when the requests are chosen
adversarially [53]. Recently, a number of works studied the
performance of dynamic policies with non-stationary popularity. In [120], a inhomogeneous Poisson model was proposed
to capture non-stationary popularity, called the Poisson Shot
Noise (PSN) model. Under PSN, the LRU performance is
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provided in [121], while [122] gives the optimal policy called
“age-based threshold” which takes into account the frequency
and the age of a content. However, a problem with PSN is
that it has too many degrees of freedom, making it quite
cumbersome for fitting to real data and optimizing caching
systems. The quest for the right non-stationary model is still
open.
2) Content Popularity Prediction: Rather than following
such reactive techniques, a recent research trend aims to
predict content popularity and then optimize accordingly the
content placement. For example several past papers look at
how a trending file will evolve [123], or how social networks
can be used to predict file popularity [124]. More recently,
several machine learning techniques have been proposed to
assimilate popularity changes, namely bandit models [125],
recommendations [60], Q-learning [126], transfer learning
[127], etc. However, due to its non-stationary nature, popularity is not easily predicted. In this Special Issue alone, there
were 14 submissions on this topic, which reflects how inspiring
this challenge is, but also how many different viewpoints
are taken on this subject. We mention here some practical
challenges: (i) apart from the content popularity, the catalogue
of contents is also evolving; (ii) the learning rate depends on
the volume of observed samples, and consequently on the
aggregation layer of the cache. Learning the popularity at
the edge is thus very challenging; (iii) the content popularity
depends on the user community characteristics, and geographical clustering of caches has the potentially to improve
learning [122].
E. Cooperation, Incentives, and Pricing
As the caching ecosystem grows more complex, it becomes
imperative to align the interests of the key stakeholders so
as to alleviate market inefficiencies. Indeed, similarly to other
networking areas, is also true that in caching many technical
issues can be solved with economic mechanisms.
1) Pricing Cached Content and Elasticity: User demand
often exhibits elasticity that the network can exploit to improve
the services and reduce content delivery costs. Users, for
example, can often delay their requests and download large
content files during off-peak hours, or can use non-congested
network paths (e.g., Wi-Fi links). Moreover, the users can
submit their content requests in advance so as to assist the
network in serving them proactively [102]. They can even
adapt their requests, e.g., selecting a lower video quality or an
already cached video [60]. There are two important open
questions here: how to better exploit this elasticity so as to
maximize caching performance (or minimize costs) and how
to incentivize users to comply accordingly.
These questions open the discussion about smart pricing
techniques for cached content that extend beyond managing
network congestion [128]. There is clearly an opportunity to
couple caching policies with the importance of each content
file, measured in terms of revenue (user payments). First steps
towards this direction have been made, e.g., see [54], [129]
where content popularity is not the sole caching criterion.
Charging the cached content delivery in proportion to the
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induced bandwidth consumption, inversely proportional to its
expected cache hit ratio, or based on the service quality
improvement it offers to the user, are only some first intuitive
suggestions worthwhile investigating.
2) Network and Cache Sharing: The deployment of
infrastructure entails huge capital and operational costs which
constitute high market-entry barriers. A solution to this problem is to virtualize and share storage resources, e.g., different CDNs can jointly deploy and manage edge servers.
These architectures require mechanisms for deciding: (i) how
much capital each entity should contribute for the shared
storage? (ii) how to allocate the virtualized capacity? There
are (at least) two levels of cooperation: agree to share the
physical resources (virtualized storage), and share the cached
content (virtualized content). The latter option brings higher
benefits if the CDNs design jointly their caching policies, and
this is one of the most interesting open scenarios in this topic.
Furthermore, cooperation of CDNs with ISPs can bring significant performance and economic benefits. Selecting jointly,
for example, the server and route for each content request can
reduce both the service delay and network congestion [133].
This coordination is expected to yield significant benefits for
wireless edge caching where the network state and demand are
highly volatile. Yet, we need to explore how this coordination
can be realized, meaning we have to study how to solve these
joint optimization problems (caching is already a complex
one), and how to disperse the benefits to the collaborating
CDNs and ISPs. Finally, elastic CDNs create a new set of
problems where cache dimensioning and content caching decisions are devised in the same time scale [101]. The flexibility
of these architectures enables the very frequent update of these
decisions, and therefore it is important to optimize long-term
performance criteria for a collection of policies (instead of
single-policy metrics).
3) Incentive Provision for Hybrid Architectures: Userowned equipment has increasing capacity and can be considered as an effective caching element of the network. The
idea of hybrid CDN-P2P systems is an excellent example in
this direction where content delivery (e.g., software patches) is
assisted by the end-users [134]. In future networks this model
can deliver even higher benefits (e.g., asymptotic laws of D2D
caching) as it transforms negative externalities (congestion)
to positive externalities (through users’ collaboration). Yet,
this solution requires the design of incentive mechanisms for
the users, a problem that has been studied for connectivity
services [132], [131]. Nevertheless, in case of user-assisted
caching new questions arise: How to charge for content that
is cached at the user devices? How is time affecting the content
price (freshness)? How to minimize the cost users incur when
delivering the content?
IV. C ONCLUSIONS
Caching techniques have a central role in future communication systems and networks. Their beneficial effects are
expected to crucially impact core parts of our communication
infrastructure, including clouds, 5G wireless systems, and
Internet computing at large. At the same time, the ecosystem of
caching is ever-changing, constantly requiring ideas for novel
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architectures and techniques for optimizing their performance.
These developments, combined with the recent advances in the
domain of resource interactions between storage, bandwidth
and processing, create a fascinating research agenda for the
years to come.
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